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on artisans." The Department desires to call the serious 
aitent;on of the Committees of Scl100L:i to this instruction 
where fees 8.re not imposed. They find that in some 
places not only is lhere an en,ire ab"cnce cf fees, Lut ttlat 
there has even been an unseemly competition on the part 
of teachers to get students by any means to join their 
classes with a view of earning the paymtnts on results. 
They therefore give notice to the Committees of Schools 
that unless they themselves take steps to remedy the pre
sent evils by imposing at least some small fees, which 
should be paid to the Committee din:ct, it will be neces
sary to reduce the amount of the payments on results. 
They have no wish to reduce the payments on results at 
present, and they would avoid as long as possible the im
position of new rnnditions which necessarily complicate the 
system of aid, and render the rules burdensome and difn
cult to work under, but the want of pro::-er Vigilance on 
the part of the Committees may render this step neces
sary. 
----------------------------- . ----

AUGUSTUS DE JJORGAN 

T HOSE readers of NATURE who are in the habit of 
examining the obituary column of the Times, will 

have regretted to see, on l\itonday morning bst, the 
announcement of the death of the eminent mathemat:cian, 
Augustus De Morgan. He had been seriously ill fort he 
past two years. A disease of the kidneys, complicclled 
with other disorders, had reduced him to a shadow of his 
fo1mer self, and rendered him incapable of any protracted 
exertion. This was the more trying as his mind retained 
all its form.er energy, and the doctors forbade his reading 
more than an hour or two in the day. He was, however, 
allowed to see his friends, and often amused and ir.struclcd 
them by the hour together from the stores of his extra
ordinary memory. During the last few weeks he kvi 
become considerably weaker, and on Saturday the 18th, 
at one o'clock in the afternoon, his spirit w.i.s released 
from the body which for so many months had been or,ly 
a burden to it. 

Augustus De l\forgan· was the son of a Colonel in the 
Madras army. He could trace his descent from the 
mathematician, James Dodson, author of the" Anti-Loga
rithmic Canon." He was born in the summer of 1806, in 
Southern India. While yet a school-boy, he showed his 
taste for mathematics by filling thick notebooks with "in
finite series," which he interspersed with grotesque figures 
and quaint faces. In 1823 he went to Cambridge, whe1e 
he entered at Trinity College ; his rooms were in the 
south-east corner of the great court, then called "Mutton 
Hole Corne,," which he affirmed was a contraction from 
Merton Hall Corner. 

In the tripos of 1827 he was Fourth \.Vrangler, but he 
never proceeded to the degree of M.A., owing to his 
objection to subscribe to the tests, and it is sad to think 
that the same conscientious scruples debarred this illus
trious man from a Fellowship. On leaving Cambridge 
he entered at Lincoln's Inn, and would have forsaken 
Mathematics for the study of the Law, but that in 1828, 
the London University, now University College, was 
founded, and he was offered the Professorship of Mathe
matics there, which he accepted, and remained a firm 
supporter of the College and its principle: of no tests till 
the year 1866, when the Cc,uncil, in making an appoint
ment to t1e chair of Logic and Mental Phi osophy, 
refused, as the Professor believed, one of the candid<1tes en 
account of his religious opinions. Prof. De Morgan remon
strated, but his remonstrar,ces we1e disregarded. He 
then thought it his duty to inform them that he must 
forsake the College if the College forsook its principles. 
But the Council turned a deaf ear; and Prof. de: Morgan, 
who had for nearly forty years been the chief honour and 
orn-ament of their institution, left them, and, we are in
formed, neYcr afterwards entered their gatt>s. 

To ts:imate the energy of the Pr-,fessor '"e must 
lock at him 1:ot only as a tcach~r d mathematics but 
a; a mathematidan, an actuary a loaician an' his
to1ian, a bi0graphlr,. ar,d a biblioph;:e. First, 'then, as a 
teacher of mathematics perhaps no nun has been more 
successful in training distinguished n:athemat,cians. 
Amongst the latter we m1y mention the names of Prof 
Clifton, Judge Hargreave, Mr. Routh, and Mr. Todhuntu." 
Prof. Sylvester also attended his lec,ures thouah the rt• 
lationship of professor and pupil did not in this° case last 
very 1?1:g. He h<1:d a method of inkresting his hearers in 
the SUDJeCts on wluch he lectured, and ofmakino- them love 
mathematics for its own sake, which few otherm;n have ever 
attained tc. He expended a great deal of work upon his 
cla7ses. The subject-1:1atter of tve,y lecture which he 
dehvtred was entered m a note-book and sent into the 
library of the college for the Lenefit of tis pupils while 
writing out and expanding their own notes. 

As a mathematician, his work was so various that it is 
difficult for ar,y one man to review it, and it would be out 
of place to atttmpt an; thing of the kind here · but we 
may :1Hude in passing to his double algebra, which was 
C;!l tainly the fo,erunner of Quarternious,and contained the 
geon1t trical interpretation of the symbol ,j r. Sir V{. 
R. !Lrn.lton, in the preface to his Lectures on Quaternion~ 
p. 4 r, says, " But I wish to lllent;on that among th~ 
c!rcumstances which assisted to prevent me from losing
s1gLt of the general subjects, and from whoily abandonin" 
the attempt to turn to some useiul account those early 
spc:;ulation; of mine, on triplets and on sets, was pr.:,b;ibly 
ti.e pul:.lication of Prof. De Morg,m's first paper on the 
'Foundation of Algebra,' of which he sent me a copy in 1841." 

As a writer of mathematical text books, he tcok the 
highest rank, his books being more suitable, l.owevcr for 
teachers than for pupils. They wtre characterised by 
extreme clearness, exhaustiven° ss, and rng,:estiveness. 
Perhaps those best known are hi3 "Element, of A1ith
me.tic," published 1830; his "Elements of ,\.lg,sbra," pub
lished 1835; and his" Differential c:nd Integral Ca'.culu•, 
with elementary illustrations," which i; a pLrf, ct mine ef 
original thought, and in which so:ne of L1e most important 
extensions which the subject has since receiveJ, are dis
tinctly indicattd, an<l it was published by the Society for 
the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge. 

As an actuary he occupied the first place, though he 
was not directly associated with any particular office, but 
his opinion was sought for on all sides, by actuaries, on 
questions connected with the theory of :i,robabilities as 
applied to life contingencies. In 1838 he wrote his" Essay 
on Probabilities," which still retains a high pL1ce :m1ong 
the literature of insurance offices. 

As a logician he was well known, an<l his "Formal 
Logic," together with the Treatise of Mr. Boole, may be 
said_ to have created a new era in logical science. His 
controversy with Sir William Hamilton will long be re
membered. 

As an historian and biographer, the Engiish Encyclo
pmdia says of him that "he had a great affection for, and 
an extensive and minute erudition in, all kinds of literary 
history, biography, and antiquities." He was one of the 
most extensive contributors to the Penny Cydoj<edia. 
many of the articles of scientific biography having bee11 
written by him, as well as most of the mathematical and 
astronomical articles. The lives of Newton and Halley 
in Knight's" British Worthies," we1e also from his pen. 

As a bibliophile, his ·' Arithmetical Books from the 
Invention of Printing to the Present Time, 1847," and his 
"Budget of Paradoxes" will long remain celebrated. He 
was tJ-,e po"sessor of a very large collection of o}d matl:e
matical works. 

In addition to this the Professor contributed largely to 
the Philosophical M.1gazi11e, the North British Re11:ew, 
the Athenaum, and the Transactions of the Cambridge 
Philosophical Society, in which he publi~he<l nrnst of his 
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orii6nal investigations. He wrote a "Book of Almanacs," 
with an Index of Reference, by which the Almanac may 
be formed for every year up to A.D. 2000, with means of 
findino- the day of the new moon from B.C. 2000 to A.D. 
2000." He was also secretarv and member of the Council 
of the R,yal Astronomical Society for many y~a_rs. He and 
his son, George De Morgan, also~ mathematician of great 
promise whose untimely death will be remembered, took 
the mo~• active part in the foundation of the L~ndon 
Mathematical Society, of which he was the first president. 
Prof. De Morgan will 1:ie buried oi: Thursday, the _23rd, 
at Kensal Green, but his memory will long be cherished 
among a large circle of attached and admiring- friends. 

. ARTHUR C. RANYARD 

PAPERS ON IRON AND STEEL 

IV.-THE BESSEMER PROCESS (continued). 

T HE magnificent shower of sparks ~hich _accomp~nies 
the turning over of the converter 1s easily exp lamed. 

The . blast has, of course, to be maintained during_ th!s 
turning over, until the whole of the melted m'.1-tenal 1s 
clear of the openings through which the blast 1s forced. 
As these cover a considerable area at the bottom of the 
converter, the edge of the liquid passes then: successively, 
and at the moment of thus passing the biast cuts the 
surface of the melted matter almost horizontally. But 
wbat is this melted matter? It is a pool of iron, on the 
top of which is floating a thick scum of silicate of iron, 
&c.-the "cinder." I use the term " silicate of iron" 
only in an approximate sense, as I doubt whether the 
silica is completely oxidised. 

My reasons for doubting it are that the particles which 
are driven out of the converter by the blast are, to some 
extent, explosive, they are seen to burst with ~ril~iant 
coruscations which are partly due to further ox1dat1on ; 
and when the granules which shower upon the floor_ are 
examined in the microscope, they present a very curious 
appearance. They are minute hollow spherules, miniature 
bomb-shells, varying considerably in diameter from one
tenth of an inch to one-fiftieth and less in diameter. 
The largest are more or less broken, commonly of a 
ba.sin shape, shown in Figs I and 2.* 

The smaller spherules are for the most part perforated. 
My friend, Mr. Joseph Bragg, "'ho has carefully examined 
these, and to whom I am indebted for the drawing_s from 
which the engravings are copied, says, "I can hardly 
satisfy myself that any are quite without apertures, though 
some have no distinct round holes as most have, but in 
these cases there are minute openings between and under 
the welded scales or plates which often cover tbe spherules, 
givino- them a rough surface." Conglomerate groups of 
these°spherules, such as are shown in Figs. 3* and 4, are 
very common, and some are attached to irregular lumps 
of cinder, as shown by the right-hand fragment on Fig. 3. 
A few are pear-shaped (see Fig. 4). On the right of these 
pear-shaped specimens are shown some of the smaller 
spherules in which the perforations are less evident. In 
the smallest, as the agglomerated and attached specimens 
(Fig. 3), the perforations are very obscure or doubtful. 

Sir Samuel Baker, in his "Nile Tributaries of Abys
sinia," describes some natural products due to a similar 
action on a vastly larger scale, viz., the volcanic eruption of a 
flood of gaseous matter through fused silicates. He says, 
" Rows of broken hills, all of volcanic origin, broke the 
flat plain. Conical tumuli of volcanic slag here and there 
rose to the height of several hundred feet. We entered 
a dead level plain of orange-coloured sand, surrounded by 
pyramidal hills ; the surface was strewn with objects re
sembling cannon sbot and grape of all sizes, from a 32-
pounder downwards ; the spot looked like the old battle-

* Fig,; r, 2, and 3 \.viII be found in last week's number of N,~TURR, p. 329 

fields of some infernal region. I dismounted to 
examine tbe Satanic bombs and cannon shot. Many 
of them were as perfectly round as though cast in a 
mould, others were egg-shaped, and all were hollow. With 
some difficulty I broke them, and found them to contain 
a bright red sand ; they were, in fact, volcanic bombs that 
had been formed by the ejection of molten lava to a great 
height from active volcanoes ; these had become globular 
in falling, and having cooled before they reached the earth, 
they retained their forms as hard spherical bodies precisely 
resembling cannon shot. The exterior was brown, and 
appeared rich in iron. The smaller specimens were the 
more perfect spheres, as they had cooled quickly, but 
many of the heavier masses had evidently reached the 
earth when only half solidified, and had collapsed in 
falling. The sandy plain was covered with such vestiges 
of volcanic action, and the infernal bombs lay as imperish
able relics of a hailstorm such as may have destroyed 
Sodom and Gomorrah." To a Lilliputian traveller about 
an inch and a quarter high the floor of a Bessemer shop 
would present about the same aspect as this volcanic plain 
presented to Sir Sa~uel Baker, and would appe~r on a?out 
the same scale relative to the traveller's own dimensions. 

FIG.~-

It may have been remarked that in the above I have 
never used the word "slag," which in chemical works is 
usually applied to the separated silicate of iron, &c., how
ever it may have been separated. I have called it" cinder," 
in accordance with the nomenclature of the workshop, 
for in the use of these terms, slag and cinder, the work
shop is more learned than tbe University, even in the 
matter of etymologies, which occupies so absorbing an 
amount of University attention. 

Whenever the silicate is separated by fusion or the 
direct action of the fire he calls it "cinder," when it is 
squeezed out from a bloom or pile by the blows of the ham
mer he calls it "slag." Now the Scandinavian name of 
fire refuse or dross is sinner, the German for the same is 
sinter. The Scandinavian for a blow is slag, the German 
schlag. 1 have observed with much interest the constancy 
with which the workman adheres to the strictly etymolo
gical signification of these wore' s, '"·bile learned writers 
utte1 ly confound them. Of course the workmen are unac
qua;" nted with their origin, nor have I ever seen their dis
tin<:tive etymologies pointed out by anybody else. They 
afford an interesting illustration of the technical continuity 
of modern English with its ancient Scandinavian basis. 
Our metal workers, like our sailors, still speak the strong 
tongue of the old Norseman. There are scientific as well 
as etymological reasons for the distinction between cinder 
and slag, and therefore I adopt the workmen's phrase-
ology. 'vV. MATTIEU WILLIAMS 

SCIENCE IN GOVERNMENT WORKSHOPS 

T HERE seems to be a singular antagonism between 
science and officialism. The Government has 

undertaken more than one special manufacture, and 
not without a certain measure of success, but even 
the best of Government factories are tainted with some 
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